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Abstract
Studies of the mathematical properties of impredicatively polymorphic types have
for the most part focused on the polymorphic lambda calculus of GirardReynolds
which is a calculus of total polymorphic functions This paper considers polymor
phic types from a functional programming perspective where the partialness arising
from the presence of xpoint recursion complicates the nature of potentially innite
lazy datatypes An operationallybased approach to Reynolds notion of rela
tional parametricity is developed for an extension of Plotkins PCF with types
and lazy lists The resulting logical relation is shown to be a useful tool for proving
properties of polymorphic types up to a notion of operational equivalence based on
Morrisstyle contextual equivalence
 Introduction
It turns out that virtually any basic type of interest can be encoded within F

	polymorphic lambda calculus
 Similarly product types sum types existential
types and some recursive types can be encoded within F

 polymorphism has an
amazing expressive power
Cardelli 	 page 

It is a widely held viewtypied by the above quotationthat the poly
morphic lambda calculus PLC of Girard and Reynolds 	
 plays a foun
dational role for the statics type systems of functional programming lan
guages analogous to the one played by the untyped lambda calculus for the
dynamics of such languages The technical justication for this view rests on
the encoding of a wide class of datatype constructions as PLC types see for

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example 	 and  Chapter  However these results cannot just be ap
plied o the shelf to deduce properties of functional programming languages
equipped with polymorphic types This is because PLC is a theory of total
polymorphic functionsa consequence of the fact that reduction of typeable
PLC terms is strongly normalising  On the other hand functional pro
gramming languages typically feature various mechanisms for making general
forms of recursive denitions both at the level of expressions and at the level
of types The rst kind of denition of course entails the presence of partial
expressions ie ones whose evaluation does not terminate And then the sec
ond kind of denition may throw up types whose values involve partiality in
complicated ways through the use of nonstrict constructors Can such lazy
datatypes be encoded with combinations of function and types
A specic example may help to bring this question into sharper focus Con
sider the type num list of lazy lists of numbers in a nonstrict functional pro
gramming language such as Haskell wwwhaskellorgreport The canon
ical forms of this type are the nillist nil and consexpressions HT  where
the head H of type num and the tail T of type num list again are not
necessarily in canonical form and therefore their evaluation may not termi
nate Thus expressions of this type can represent nite lists such as nil
properly innite lists such as    or partial lists such as  where
 is a divergent expression of type num list Suppose now that the language
is augmented with types We consider why one might want to do so in a
moment In PLC the type
L
def
         not free in 
encodes nite  listsin the sense that the closed normal forms of L are
in bijection with nite lists of closed normal forms of type   But what is
the situation in the functional programming language Can uses of the lazy
list type num list always be replaced by the polymorphic type Lnum More
precisely are num list and Lnum operationally isomorphic in the sense
that there are functions in the language from num list to Lnum and back
again which are mutually inverse up to some reasonable notion of operational
equivalence of expressions Or is num list operationally isomorphic to some
some other pure polymorphic type or to no such type
The reader will not nd the answer to such questions in the literature as
far as I know Partly this is because it is hard to construct denotational mod
els of both impredicative polymorphism and xpoint recursion Such models
do exist see  for one style of model and 
 for another but there is not
much in the way of useful analysis of the properties of polymorphic types in
them On the other hand for pure PLC Reynolds notion of relational para
metricity 		
 turns out to provide a very powerful tool for such an analysis
There are models of PLC supporting a relationally parametric structure 	
and in such models polymorphic encodings of datatype constructions have
strong properties indeed have categorytheoretic universal properties charac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terising the constructions uniquely up to isomorphism 	 Can one
extend this relational approach to encompass xpoint recursion Unpublished
work of Plotkin 
 indicates that one can Here we show that a relatively
simple syntactic approach is possible
Should one care Well for one thing the results presented here provide
a basis for obtaining some free theorems 	 up to operational equivalence
and modulo some restrictions to do with strictness in languages like ML and
Haskell that combine higher order functions xpoint recursion and predicative
polymorphism However the power of the relational approach really shows
when considering fully impredicative types Since the type reconstruction
problem is undecidable in this case 	 and explicit labelling with type infor
mation is considered cumbersome most higher order typed languages meant
for human programmers eschew fully impredicative polymorphism However
it seems that impredicative polymorphism may be a useful feature of explicitly
typed intermediate languages in compilers 
	 And undoubtedly there is
foundational interest in knowing in the presence of xpoint recursion to what
extent various kinds of type can be reduced to pure polymorphic types
As Wadler 	 Sec  and Plotkin 
 point out extending relational
parametricity to cope with xpoint recursion seems to necessitate working
not with arbitrary relations but with ones that are at least admissible in the
domaintheoretic sense ie that are bottomrelating and closed under taking
limits of chains of related approximations However in this paper a rela
tional framework for polymorphism and xpoint recursion is developed which
is based upon operational rather than denotational semantics This allows
one to avoid some of the complexities of the domaintheoretic approach In
particular it turns out that questions of admissibility of relations only have
to be treated implicitly via an operationallydened closure operator This is
perhaps the main technical contribution of the paper As a result one obtains
a straightforward and apparently quite powerful method for proving proper
ties of Morrisstyle contextual equivalence of expressions and types involving
impredicative polymorphism and xpoint recursion and one which is based
only upon the syntax and operational semantics of the language See 


for previous results of this kind
The plan of the paper is as follows In the next section we introduce
PCF

 an extension of PCF 
 with lazy lists and types which will serve
as the vehicle for examining the issues raised above In Sec 	 we dene a
notion of observational congruence for PCF

expressions it is equivalent to
a Morrisstyle contextual equivalence based upon observing convergence of
evaluation in all contexts of listtype but not of function or type Sec 
presents our syntactic version of relational parametricity An action of the
PCF

types on binary relations between PCF

expressions of the same closed
type is dened This gives rise to a certain binary logical relation which is
shown to characterise PCF

observational congruence Theorem  Sec 
shows how the logical relation can be used to prove basic properties of PCF

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observational congruence such as various extensionality properties and to
prove observational isomorphisms between types We show for example that
in PCF

it is indeed the case that  list is observationally isomorphic to the
pure polymorphic type 









 Finally Sec  considers
some directions in which the results presented here might usefully be extended
 Combining PCF and Impredicative Polymorphism
We will make use of a small programming language PCF

 which is a relative
of that veteran of studies in programming languages PCF 
 Recall that
PCF is a simply typed callbyname lambda calculus equipped with xpoint
recursion and some basic operations on ground types of natural numbers and
booleans To this we add types from the GirardReynolds polymorphic
lambda calculus and a type constructor for lists For reasons of parsimony we
do without the ground types of natural numbers and booleans because the
role they play in the theory can be taken by the list types So the PCF

types
are given by
   type variable
j  list list type
j    function type
j   type
and the PCF

terms are given by
M  x variable
j nil

empty list
j M M nonempty list
j caseM of nilM j x  xM case expression
j  x   M function abstraction
j MM function application
j  M type generalisation
j M  type specialisation
j xM xpoint recursion
Here  and x range over disjoint countably innite sets TyVar and Var of
type variables and variables respectively The constructions
  caseM of nilM

j x  x

   x     
are binders and we will identify types and terms up to renaming of bound
variables and bound type variables We write ftve for the nite set of free

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 x 	   x 	    nil

	  list
  H 	    T 	  list
  H 		 T 	  list
  L 	 

list  M

	 

 h 	 

 t 	 

list M

	 

  caseLof nilM

j h 		 tM

	 

 x 	 

M 	 

  x 	 


M 	 

 

  F 	 

 

  A 	 

  F A 	 

 M 	 
   
M 	  

  G 	  



  G

	 




  F 	   
  x
F  	 
Fig  PCF

type assignment relation
type variables of an expression e be it a type or a term and fvM for the
nite set of free variables of a term M  A type  is closed if ftv  
whereas a term M is closed if fvM   whether or not it also has free type
variables The result of substituting a type  for all free occurrences of a type
variable  in e a type or a term will be denoted e SimilarlyM M

x
denotes the result of substituting a term M

for all free occurrences of the
variable x in M 
We are only interested in terms that can be assigned types We use a
typing judgement of the form  M   where

the typing environment  is a pair A with A a nite subset of TyVar and
 a function dened on a nite subset dom of Var and mapping each
x  dom to a type with free type variables in A

M is a term with ftvM  A and fvM  dom

 is a type with ftv  A
Then the PCF

type assignment relation consists of all such judgements in
ductively dened by the axioms and rules in Fig all of which are quite
standard In the gure the notation  x   indicates the typing environment
obtained from the typing environment   A by properly extending the
function  by mapping x  dom to   Similarly  is the typing en
vironment obtained by properly extending A with an   A Note that the
explicit type information included in the syntax of terms means that given 
and M  there is at most one  for which  M   holds
We write Typ for the set of closed PCF

types Given   Typ we write
Term for the set of PCF

terms M for which   M   is derivable from
the axioms and rules in Fig 
We give the operational semantics of PCF

in terms of an inductively
dened relation of evaluation It takes the form M 	 C where M and C are
closed terms of the same closed type ie MC  Term for some   Typ

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C  C 
C canonical
L  nil

M

 C

caseLof nilM

j h 		 tM

  C
L  H 		 T M

Hh Tt  C

caseLof nilM

j h 		 tM

  C
F  x 	  
M M Ax  C
F A  C
G   
M M   C
G  C
F x
F   C
x
F   C
Fig  PCF

evaluation relation
and where C is in canonical form
C  nil

jM M j  x   M j  M
The evaluation relation is inductively dened by the axiom and rules in Fig 

Note that function application is given a callbyname semantics and that the
evaluation rule for type specialisations G  is dictated by our choice of canon
ical form at typeswe choose not to evaluate under the  Evaluation is
deterministic given M  there is at most one C for which M 	 C holds and
of course the rule for x entails that there may be no such C
 Observational Congruence
Recall that two terms of a programming language are regarded as contextually
equivalent if they are interchangeable in any program without aecting the
observable behaviour of the program upon execution Of course to make this
a precise notion one has to choose what constitutes an executable program and
what behaviour should be observable For PCF Plotkin 
 chooses program
to mean closed term of ground type and the observable behaviour of such a
program to be the constant integer or boolean to which it evaluates if any
Since we have replaced ground types with list types here we take a program
to be a closed term of list type and we observe whether or not it evaluates to
nil
Thus given   M

  and   M

  in PCF

 we can say that the
terms M

and M

are contextually equivalent and write  M


ctx
M

  
if for any context M for which MM

MM

  Term

list for some


 Typ it is the case that
MM

 	 nil



 MM

 	 nil



As usual a context M means a PCF

term with a subterm replaced by
the placeholder  and then MM

 indicates the term that results from
replacing the placeholder with the term M

 This is a textual substitution
which may well involve capture of free variables in M

by binders in M
So unlike terms contexts are not identied up to renaming of bound variables
Although this might seem like a minor syntactic matter it is an indication

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 x 	   x E x 	    nil

E nil

	  list
  H E H

	    T E T

	  list
  
H 		 T  E 
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
		 T

 	  list
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
	 

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

	 

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
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
E M


	 

  
caseLof nilM
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

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
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
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
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
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Fig  Compatibility properties
 M E M

	 



 M 

 E M



 	 




 x 	 

M E M

	 

 M Nx E M

Nx 	 

if   N 	 

Fig  Substitutivity properties
that the notion of context occurring in the above denition of contextual
equivalence is rather too concrete Perhaps a better indication is the fact that
the substitutivity property of PCF

contextual equivalence
 x  

M 
ctx
M

 

   N  


 M Nx 
ctx
M

Nx  

is by no means an immediate consequence of the above denition of 
ctx
 This
is because M Nx is not of the formM
N
M  for some contextM
N
 uni
formly inM Nevertheless we can regardM Nx as a use ofM in context
or in other words it is reasonable to demand that the above substitutivity
property holds of a notion of PCF

contextual equivalence by denition
For these reasons in the rest of this section we develop a slightly more
abstract treatment of PCF

contextual equivalence that avoids explicit use of
contexts following 
 In fact this approach also makes it easier to state
and prove the fundamental properties of the logical relation to be dened in
the next section

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Denition  Suppose E is a set of tuples MM

  satisfying
 M E M

    M     M

 
where we write  M E M

  instead of MM

   E
i E is compatible if it is closed under the axioms and rules in Fig 	 It is
substitutive if it is closed under the rules in Fig  All these axioms and
rules are intended to apply only to tuples satisfying the wellformedness
condition 
ii Note that compatible relations are automatically re!exive A PCF

pre
congruence is a compatible substitutive relation which is also transitive A
PCF

congruence is a precongruence which is also symmetric
iii E is adequate if for all closed types   Typ and closed terms MM


Term list
 M E M

  list  M 	 nil


M

	 nil


Theorem  PCF

observational congruence There is a largest ade
quate PCF

congruence relation We call it PCF

observational congruence
and write it as 
obs

Proof Obviously the intersection of any collection of PCF

congruence re
lations is another such So the PCF

congruence relations form a complete
lattice when ordered by subset inclusion Slightly less obviously but for quite
general reasons the join in this complete lattice of some congruences E
i
is
given by 
S
i
E
i


 the re!exivetransitive closure of the settheoretic union of
the relations

In particular the join of all the adequate congruences is given
by the re!exivetransitive closure of their union But this is again adequate
because adequate relations clearly are closed under the operations of union
and re!exivetransitive closure 
PCF

observational congruence 
obs
 is indeed equivalent to the con
textual equivalence 
ctx
which we mentioned at the start of this section

However this context free version is technically more convenient when it
comes to relating contextual equivalence to the logical relation introduced in
the next section For more results about context free characterisations of
contextual equivalence see  Section 	
We conclude this section with some examples of properties of PCF

types
up to observational congruence It does not seem easy to prove such properties
directly from the denition of observational congruence or using the more

To see this note that in the presence of reexivity and transitivity the compatibility
conditions in Fig  involving two hypotheses can each be replaced by two rules involving
only single hypotheses	 and of course the union of some relations closed under single
hypothesis rules 
and the reexivetransitive closure of such a relation is another such

The only dicult part of the proof of coincidence of 
ctx
and 
obs
is the fact that 
ctx
is closed under the rules in Fig  the substitutivity properties This can be proved as a
corollary of the properties of the logical relation of Sec  but we do not do so here

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concrete notion of contextual equivalence The logical relation of the next
section will provide the means to prove such properties
In the case of closed terms of closed type we just write M


obs
M

 
for  M


obs
M

  
Example  Polymorphic null type Consider the type
null
def
  
In PCF

there is a closed term of this type namely 
def
  x x 
 x This is a polymorphic bottom since for each   Typ it is not hard
to see that   diverges ie that there is no C for which   	 C holds In
fact up to observational congruence  is the only closed term of type null 
In other words we claim that for all G  Termnull one has G 
obs
  null 
Example  Polymorphic unit type Consider the type
unit
def
   
As well as the bottom term  unit  this type contains the polymorphic
identity function   x   x But that is all we claim that if G 
Termunit then either G 
obs
 unit  unit or G 
obs
  x   x 
unit 
Example 	 Polymorphic lists Consider the polymorphic list type
L
def
 



  

 

 


Dene terms I and J as follows
I
def
  x  i   list  L     list 


 x

 

 f   

 


case  of nilx

j h  t f hi t 

x

f
J
def
   p  L p  list N  C 
where N
def
  nil

 and C
def
   h    t   list h  t Then I
and J are closed terms of types   list  L and  L   list
respectively We claim that these terms constitute an isomorphism between
 list and L up to observational congruence polymorphically in  In other
words the following observational congruences hold
    list  J  I   
obs
   list
 g  L I  J  g 
obs
g  L
 Syntactical Relational Parametricity
We aim to characterise PCF

observational congruence dened in Theo
rem 	
 in terms of a binary logical relation incorporating a notion of re
lational parametricity analogous to that introduced by Reynolds 		 for the

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
i
	r
def
 r
i
	

 list
	r
def
 
 r  " 

	r r





	r
def
 

	r


	r

 
	r
def
  r 

r

 	r
Note

 uses Denitions  and  
 uses Denition  
 uses Denitions  and 
Fig  Denition of the logical relation 
pure polymorphic lambda calculus The logical relation is parameterised by
termrelations
Denition  Term
relations Given closed PCF

types  

 Typ
we write Rel 

 for the set of subsets of Term Term


Each open type 

     
n
 gives rise to a function mapping tuples of
termrelations to termrelations
r

 Rel

 


     r
n
 Rel
n
 

n
  

	r  Rel	  	



This action of PCF

types on termrelations is dened by induction on the
structure of the type   as in Fig  The denition makes use of various
operations on termrelations associated with the PCF

type constructors
which will be explained below When  is a closed type 
 amounts to
specifying a certain termrelation 

 Rel  and this will turn out to
coincide with observational congruence
M


ctx
M

  
 M

M

  

M

M

 Term
This together with the denition of  at types is what permits us to deduce
results like those in Examples 		#	 see Secs 
#
The denition of 




in terms of 


and 


in Fig  uses the following
operation on termrelations characteristic of the notion of logical relation
cf 

Denition  Action of  on term
relations Given r

 Rel

 



and r

 Rel

 


 we dene r

 r

 Rel

 

 


 


 by
F F

  r

 r

def

  AA

  r

F A F

A

  r


Turning next to types consider the following operation
Denition  Action of  on term
relations Let 

and 


be PCF

types with at most a single free type variable  say Suppose R is a function
mapping termrelations r  Rel

 


 any 

 


 Typ to termrelations
Rr  Rel



 





 Then we can form a termrelation  r Rr 
Rel 

  


 as follows

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  Id 	   
  S 	 

 

  S  
caseof nilM

j h 		 tM

 	  list  

if



  M

 

 h   t   list  M

 

  S 	 

 

  S  
A 	 
  

 

if   A 	 
  S 	 

 

  S  
  	  


 

Fig  Typing frame stacks
GG

   r Rr
def


 

 


 Typ  r  Rel

 


 G

 G




  Rr
From 		 one might expect the denition of 
 


	r to be  r 


r 	r
This will not do for PCF

because of the presence of xpoint recursion For
then we would have 
 
  r r   since we can instantiate the pa
rameter r with the empty relation But then 
 
cannot coincide with

obs
as we desire because the latter is not empty from Example 		 we have
 
obs
    As this example may indicate we will have to restrict the
parameterising relations in the denition of 
 
at least to be admissible
for xpoint induction in some way In domain theory a subset of a domain
is said to be admissible if it contains the least element of the domain and is
closed under taking least upper bounds of chains in the domain It is perfectly
possible to make use of a direct syntactic version of this notion by considering
termrelations that are closed under certain syntactically denable chains and
their limits eg those generated by the nite unfoldings of a xpoint term or
by syntactically denable projection functions See  for an example of this
approach to syntactic admissibility Here we take a more indirect approach
already present implicitly in 
 It enables us to obtain the necessary ad
missibility properties as a corollary of a construction that we need anyway in
order to build su$cient properties of evaluation into the logical relation for it
to characterise observational congruence The key idea is to consider relations
between PCF

evaluation contexts those contextsM with a single oc
currence of the placeholder  in the position where the next subexpression
will be evaluated To aid analysis of the termination relation M 	 nil

 we
use the following reformulation of evaluation contexts as stacks of evaluation
frames cf  and 
 Sec 	
Denition  Frame Stacks The grammar for PCF

frame stacks is
S  Id j S  F
where F ranges over frames
F  case of nilM j x  xM j M j  
We use the judgement   S    

to indicate the argument and result

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type of a frame stack Here  is a typing environment as dened in Sec 
 and
we assume similar wellformedness conditions as there free variables and free
type variables of all expressions in the judgement are listed in  The axiom
and rules inductively dening this judgement are given in Fig  Unlike PCF

terms we have not included explicit type information in the syntax of frame
stacks For example Id is not tagged with a type However it is not hard to
see that given  S and   there is at most one 

for which   S    

holds This property is enough for our purposes since the argument type of
a frame stack will always be supplied in any particular situation in which we
use it
Denition 	 Given closed PCF

types  

 Typ we write Stack 


for the set of frame stacks S for which   S    

is derivable from the
axiom and rules in Fig 
The analogue for frame stacks of the operation of lling the hole of an
evaluation context with a term is given by the operation SM  S%M  of
applying a frame stack to term It is dened by induction on the length of the
stack
Id%M
def
 M
S  F %M
def
 S%F M
where F M is the term that results from replacing  by M in the frame
F  Note that if S  Stack 

 and M  Term then S%M  Term


Theorem  A structural induction principle for termination
Given a closed PCF

termM of list type M  Term list say writeM 	 to
mean that M 	 nil

is derivable from the axiom and rules for evaluation given
in Fig  Then for all  

 Typ M  Term and S  Stack 

list we
have
S%M 	 
 S  M
where the relation    is inductively dened by the axiom and rules in
Fig  If S  M holds we say that S and M are coterminate
The proof of this theorem is quite straightforward and is omitted Not
only does the    relation facilitate inductive proofs involving termination
but also it is the key to our syntactic treatment of admissibility as we now
explain Given a closed PCF

type   Typ dene
Term


def




Typ
Stack 

list
We write Rel

 

 for the set of subsets of Term

Term

 and refer to
such subsets as stackrelations Using the    relation from Theorem 
we can manufacture a stackrelation from a termrelation and vice versa as
follows

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Id  nil

S M

S  
case  of nilM

j h 		 tM

  nil

S M

Hh Tt
S  
case  of nilM

j h 		 tM

  H 		 T
S M Ax
S  
A  x 	  
M
S M 
S  
    
M
S  
case  of nilM

j h 		 tM

  L
S  caseLof nilM

j h 		 tM

S  
A  F
S  F A
S  
   G
S  G
S  
x
F   F
S  x
F 
Fig  PCF

niltermination relation
Denition  The 

operation on relations Given any  

 Typ
and r  Rel 

 dene r

 Rel

 

 by
S S

  r

def

  MM

  r S  M 
 S

 M


and given any s  Rel

 

 dene s

 Rel 

 by
MM

  s

def

  S S

  s S  M 
 S

 M


Just from the form of the denition of the operations r  r

 s  s

ie
without using any properties of the termination relation    it is clear
that one has a Galois connection
r

 r

 r



 r




s

 s

 s



 s




r  s


 s  r


So in particular r  r

is a closure operator for termrelations ie is order
preserving in!ationary and idempotent Thus we say that a termrelation
r is closed if r  r

 or equivalently if r

 r or equivalently if r 
s

for some stackrelation s or equivalently if r  r



for some term
relation r

 Note that the use of 

in clause  of Fig  means that the
universal quantication over termrelations in the denition of 
 
	r is
being restricted to range over closed relations
The next result is an indication that closed termrelations have appro
priate admissibility properties
Theorem  Admissibility of 
closed term
relations
Suppose r  Rel 

 is closed Then for any F  Term   and
	
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F

 Term

 

 one has
F F

  r r  xF xF

  r
Proof We use the following
Unwinding Theorem For any   Typ F  Term S  Term


dening x
	
F 
def
   and x
n
F 
def
 F x
n
F  it is the case that
S  xF  
 n  N S  x
n
F 
This result or rather a slight generalisation of it using xpoint terms in ar
bitrary contexts can be proved by relatively straightforward inductions over
the denition of the    relation We omit the details but see for
example 
 Theorem 	

It is not hard to see that S    does not hold for any S  Term


since evaluation of   never terminates Thus   

  s

 for any
s  Rel

 

 Hence in particular taking s  r

 we have
x
	
F x
	
F

  r

 r
So if F F

  r r it follows by induction on n that
x
n
F x
n
F

  r
holds for all n  N  Finally for any S S

  r

we have
S  xF  
 n  N S  x
n
F  by the Unwinding Theorem

 n  N S

 x
n
F

 since x
n
F x
n
F

  r
and S S

  r


 S

 xF

 by the Unwinding Theorem
Thus by denition of 

 xF xF   r

 r as required 
To complete the explanation of Fig  we have to dene the action of the
list type constructor on termrelations
Denition  Action of  list on term
relations
Given  

 Typ r

 Rel 

 and r

 Rel list  

list dene  " r


r

  Rel list  

list by
 " r

 r


def

fnil

nil


g  fH  TH

 T

 j HH

  r

 T T

  r

g
Note that the subset relation makes Rel list  

list into a complete lattice
and that for each r

 the function r

 " r

 r



is monotone There
fore we can form its greatest xed point 
 r  " r

 r

 The function
r

 Rel 

  
 r  " r

 r

  Rel list  

list
is the action of  list on termrelations used in clause  of Fig  to dene

 list
in terms of 



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Remark  List bisimulations When r

is closed one can give
an alternative characterisation of 
 r  " r

 r

 which accords more
closely with the characterisation of observational congruence of lazy lists in
terms of a notion of bisimilarity to be found for example in 
 Sec 	 Given
r

 Rel 

 call a termrelation r

 Rel list  

list an r

simulation if
it satises that whenever L L

  r

then

if L 	 nil

 then L

	 nil



if L 	 H  T  then for some H

and T

it is the case that L

	 H

 T

with
HH  r

and T T

  r


Say that r

is an r

bisimulation if both it and its reciprocal relation r


op
def

fL L

 j L

 L  r

g are r

simulations Then one can prove that when r

is closed 
 r  " r

 r

 is the greatest r

bisimulation Moreover
we will see next that the r

used in Fig  namely 

	r is always closed
provided the termrelations 	r are
The following properties of closed termrelations will be needed below
Lemma i If r

is closed then so is r

 r

 for any r

 If R is as
in Denition 	
 and each Rr is closed then so is  r Rr Hence
it follows by induction on the structure of PCF

types  that 

	r is
closed provided the termrelations 	r are The induction step for list
types is automatic because 
 list
	r is a termrelation r satisfying r 
"

	r r

it is the greatest such and hence it is always closed
ii Kleene equivalence 
kl
 is dened by
M


kl
M

 
def

 C M

	 C 
 M

	 C
Then if r  Rel 

 is a closed termrelation one has
M


kl
M

   M

M


  r  M



kl
M


 

 M

M


  r
Fig  denes a family of binary relations between closed terms We extend
this to a relation between open terms of the form considered in Denition 	
by considering closing substitutions
Denition  Logical relation on open terms Suppose   M  
and  M

  hold with   

     
m
 x  

     x  
n
say Write
 M M

 
to mean
given any 
i
 

i
 Typ and r
i
 Rel
i
 

i
 for i       m with each r
i
closed then for any N
j
 N

j
  

j
	r for j       n it is the case
that M 		
	
N	xM

	

	
	
N

	x  

	r
The restriction to closed relations in this denition accords with the def
inition of  at types

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Theorem  Fundamental properties of the logical relation
With  extended to open terms as in the previous denition we have
i  is compatible cf Denition 
i
ii For each closed type   Typ we have
MM  

and S S  



for all closed terms M  Term and frame stacks S  Term


iii  is substitutive cf Denition 
i
Proof For part i one has to prove that  is closed under the axioms
and rules in Fig 	 Most of these compatibility properties are immediate
consequences of the denition of  in Fig  and the way it is extended to
open terms in Denition 
 However those for case  x    and
  require Lemma  together with the following Kleene equivalences
 x  

MA 
kl
M Ax  

 M 


kl
M 

  




case nil


of nilM

j h  tM


kl
M

 

caseH  T of nilM

j h  tM


kl
M

Hh Tt  


The compatibility condition for x follows from Theorem  together with
Lemma i
Part ii follows from part i Since the relation  is compatible it is
automatically re!exive and hence in particular MM  

holds The fact
that one also has S S  



can be proved by induction on the structure
of S using compatibility properties that form part of the proof of part i
For part iii one has to prove that the relation  is closed under the ax
ioms and rules in Fig  The typesubstitutivity property reduces to showing
for open types 	  and 

	 that 
 



	r  

	r


	r for any 	r
This follows easily from the denition in Fig  by induction on the structure
of   Finally the termsubstitutivity property in Fig  is an easy conse
quence of Denition 
 together with the previously established fact that
the relation  is re!exive 
The following lemma will help us to compare the logical relation with
observational congruence
Lemma i If M 
obs
M

   then for any S  Term

 S  M holds
if and only if S  M

does
ii Suppose r  Rel 

 is closed Then
M


obs
M

   M

M


  r  M



obs
M


 

 M

M


  r
iii  is adequate cf Denition 
iii
Proof Recall that by denition 
obs
is the largest compatible substitutive
and adequate relation Note that the compatibility properties of 
obs
imply
that S%M 
obs
S%M

 list holds if M 
obs
M

  does Therefore the

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adequacy of 
obs
together with Theorem  give i Part ii follows from
i and the assumption that r  r


For part iii note that by Theorem 	ii for each   Typ we have
that Id  Id  
 list


 Thus if   MM

  list  ie if MM

  
 list

then Id  M 
 Id  M

 and hence by Theorem  M 	 nil


M

	 nil


as required for adequacy 
Theorem 	 Given   M   and   M

   M and M

are observa
tionally congruent if and only if they are logically related
 M 
obs
M

  
  M M

 
Proof Combining Lemma i Denition 
 and Lemma ii we
have
 M


obs
M

    M

M


    M



obs
M


 


 M

M


 
Since 
obs
and  are re!exive the former by construction the latter by
Theorem 	 we can take M

 M


 M

 M and M

 M

in 
 to
deduce the lefttoright implication in 
For the converse implication rst note that the compatibility and substi
tutivity properties of  Theorem 	 imply that the equivalence relation it
generates  
op


 is a PCF

congruence relation cf the proof of Theo
rem 	
 Moreover  
op


is adequate because  is Lemma iii
Therefore 
op


is contained in the largest adequate congruence relation

obs
 and hence so is  
 Applications of Theorem 
We give two kinds of application some general results about PCF

observa
tional congruence such as a ciu theorem and extensionality properties and
some properties of particular PCF

types up to 
obs
Examples 		#	
 A PCF

ciu theorem
Let us begin with a version of the closed instantiations of uses ciu theorem
of Mason and Talcott 

 It is convenient to split this into two parts to
do with instantiations and with uses respectively The rst part reduces
observational congruence of open terms to that of closed terms of closed
type via closed substitution instances which for PCF

involves substitutions
both of types and terms Then the second part permits us to check the
observational congruence of two closed terms by considering their termination
behaviour just in evaluation contexts of list type Here we will replace
evaluation contexts by the equivalent notion of frame stacks Denition 
and use the characterisation of termination given by Theorem 

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Theorem 	 PCF

ciu theorem For each closed type   Typ dene
a binary relation on Term by
M 
ciu
M

 
def

 S  Stack list S  M 
 S  M



Then given   M   and   M

   with   

     
m
 x  

     x  
n
say we write
 M 
ciu
M

 
to mean that for all 
i
 Typ i       m and all N
j
 Term
j
		
j       n it is the case that M 		
	
N	x 
ciu
M

		
	
N	x   		
Then 
ciu
coincides with PCF

observational congruence
 M 
ciu
M

  
  M 
obs
M

 
Proof The fact that 
obs
is contained in 
ciu
follows immediately from the
fact that 
obs
is by denition an adequate PCF

congruence relation
For the converse implication by Theorem  it su$ces to show that 
ciu
is contained in  But it is evident from 
 that any closed termrelation
respects 
ciu
and hence by Denition 
 that
 M


ciu
M

    M

M


    M



ciu
M


 


 M

M


 
Since it is clear from its denition that 
ciu
is re!exive and since  is re!exive
by Theorem 	 we can take M

M


M

M and M

 M

to deduce
that
 M 
ciu
M

    M M

 
as required 
Fig  gives some basic properties of 
obs
for simplicity stated just for
closed terms All except vii are more or less immediate consequences of
Theorem  Property vii gives a coinductive characterisation of observa
tional congruence of lazy lists cf 
 for example It follows by combining
Theorem  with Remark  An example of its use occurs in the proof of
Example 	 see Sec 
We turn next to the proofs of the properties of null  unit  and list types
claimed in Examples 		#	
 Proof of Example 


Suppose G is a closed term of type null
def
   We have to show that
G 
obs
  null  where 
def
  x x   x
By properties ii and vi in Fig  it su$ces to show for all   Typ
that G 
obs
x x   x    For this it su$ces by Theorem  to show
for all S  Term

 that S  G does not hold because evaluation of
x x   x does not converge

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Betaconversions

i 
x 	 


MA 
obs
M Ax 	 


ii 
 
M 


obs
M 

 	 





iii 
casenil


of nilM

j h 		 tM

 
obs
M

	 


caseH 		 T of nilM

j h 		 tM

 
obs
M

Hh Tt 	 



iv x
F  
obs
F x
F  	  
Extensionality properties

v F 
obs
F

	 

 

if and only if for all A  Term


 F A 
obs
F

A 	 



vi G 
obs
G

  


 if and only if for all 

 Typ G


obs
G



	 





vii L 
obs
L

	  list if and only if 
LL

  r for some r  Rel
 list   list satisfying that
whenever 
MM

  r then
	 M  nil

if and only if M

 nil

	 if M  H 		T  then L

 H

		T

for some H

and T

with H 
obs
H

	  and 
T T

  r
	 if M

 H

		 T

 then L  H 		 T for some H and T with H 
obs
H

	  and 
T T

  r
Etaconversions

viii F 
obs
x 	  
F x 	 

 


where x  fv
F 

ix G 
obs
 
G 	  
 
where   ftv
G

x  


 

 
obs
x 	 


 

 
where 
def
  
x
x 	  
x

xi  
 
 
obs
 
 
Fig  Some basic properties of PCF

observational congruence
From Theorem 	ii we have GG  
 
  r r

 In other
words for all  

 Typ and r  Rel 

 we have
GG 

  r

	
Given   we use 	 with 

  list and r the oneelement termrelation
r
def
 f     listg
For any S  Term

 let S

 Term

 list be a frame stack that diverges
when applied to any term of type  list  say
S

def
 Id  case  of nil  list j h  t  list
Now neither S    nor S

   list hold because of the divergence
properties of  Therefore by denition of r we have S S

  r

 Combining
this with 	 yields S  G 
 S

 G list But S

was chosen so that
S

 L does not hold for any L  Term list Therefore S  G does not
hold either as required 

 A graph lemma
In order to prove Examples 	 and 	 we use the following source of closed
termrelations

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Lemma 	 Graphs of frame stacks are 
closed
For each S  Stack 

 the termrelation graph
S
 Rel 

 dened by
graph
S
def
 fMM

 j S%M 
obs
M

 

g
is closed The denition of the application operation % was given just
after Denition 	
Proof We have to show that graph
S


 graph
S
 Note that by Theo
rem 
graph
S
 fMM

 j S%MM

  


g
If S

 S denotes the result of appending the frames in S to a frame stack
S

 then an induction on the length of S yields
S

 S  M 
 S

 S%M
From  and  we get
S

 S

  




 S

 S S

  graph
S


and hence that
NN

  graph
S


 S%NN

  





But by Lemma i 




 


 Therefore if NN

  graph
S



then S%NN

  


and hence NN

  graph
S
 as required 
	 Proof of Example 
	
Suppose G is a closed term of type unit
def
     In view of the
properties of 
obs
given in Fig  to establish the claim in this example it
su$ces to show for all   Typ and M  Term that either
G M 
obs
   
or
G M 
obs
M  
Given   Typ and M  Term let S  Stackunit list   be the frame
stack
S
def
 Id  case  of nilM j h  tM
and consider graph
S
 Relunit list   as in Lemma 
 By Theorem 	ii
we have GG  
unit
  r r

 r

 So since by Lemma 
 graph
S
is
closed we have
G unit list  G   graph
S
 graph
S

By property iii in Fig  we have nil
unit
M  graph
S
 Therefore from 
we get that G unit list nil
unit
 G  M  graph
S
 ie that
case G unit list nil
unit
 of nilM j h  tM 
obs
G M  
Now either G unit list nil
unit
	 C for some C or not In the rst case we get
case G unit list nil
unit
 of nilM j h  tM 
ciu
M  


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and in the second we get
case G unit list nil
unit
 of nilM j h  tM 
ciu
   
Then by Theorem  and  the rst possibility yields  whereas the
second yields  
 Proof of Example 

Let L I and J be as dened in Example 	 By the results in Sec  to
prove
    list  J  I   
obs
   list
 g  L I  J  g 
obs
g  L
it su$ces to show for all   Typ L  Term list and G  TermL
that
J  I  L 
obs
L   list

and
I  J  G 
obs
G  L
For the latter in view of the denition of L it su$ces to show for all


 Typ M

 Term

 and F  Term  

 

 that
I  J  G 

M

F 
obs
G

M

F  



We tackle 
 rst Applying the betaconversion properties in Fig  to
the denitions of I and J yields
I  L 

M

F 
obs
caseL of nilM

j h  tF h I  t 

M

F    list


for all L M

 and F of appropriate type and then
J  I  L 
obs
caseL of nilnil

j h  th  J  I  t   list 
	
From 
	 it follows that r
def
 fMM

 jM 
obs
J  I  M

   listg satises
the bisimulation conditions in property vii of Fig  and hence is contained
in 
obs
 Since J  I  L L  r we have 

Turning to the proof of 
 consider the frame stack S  Stack list  


dened by
S
def
 Id  case  of nilM

j h  t F h I  t 

M

F 
In view of 

 we have S%L 
obs
I  L 

M

F   list and therefore
r
M

F
def
 fLM

 j I  L 

M

F 
obs
M

  listg
is a closed member of Rel list  

 by Lemma 
 So for each G 
TermL since
GG  
L
  r r

 

 r

 r

 r


we have that
G list  G 

  r
M

F
 

 r
M

F
 r
M

F
 r
M

F



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Vanilla PCF

callbyname evaluation termination at function types is not observable






r
def
 



r



r
where in general
r

 r

def
 f
F F

 j  
AA

  r



F A F

A

  r

g
Lazy PCF

callbyname evaluation termination at function types is observable






r
def
 




r 




r

where in general
 r


r


def
 f
x 	 


M  x 	 


M

 j
 
AA

  r



M AxM

A

x  r

g
Callbyvalue PCF

callbyvalue evaluation hence termination at function types is necessarily observable






r
def
 

v




r 




r

where in general

v
r


r


def
 f
x 	 


M  x 	 


M

 j
 
CC

  r

with CC

canonical 

M CxM

C

x  r

g
Fig  Some actions of  on termrelations
From 

 and the denition of r
M

F
we get that N
def
  nil

 and C
def

  h    t   list h  t satisfy
N M

  r
M

F
and C  F   

 r
M

F
 r
M

F
and hence
G list N  C   G 

M

F   r
M

F

Therefore I G list N  C  

M

F 
obs
G

M

F  

 from which 

follows by denition of J  
 Conclusion
Notions of contextual equivalence of programs have a nal as opposed to ini
tial characterin that program phrases are identied as much as possible
within some observational framework Therefore it is reasonable to expect 
types to have strong parametricity properties with respect to such a notion of
equivalence The unpublished work of Mitchell and Moggi on the maximally
consistent model of PLC vindicates this expectation and the work presented
here provides further evidence this time in a context more directly relevant
to functional programming It seems that in the presence of xpoints poly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morphic types have very rich properties up to contextual equivalence and that
operationallybased logical relations provide a convenient way of proving these
properties The applications in the previous section are certainly just a small
selection of the results which can be proved using the machinery of Sec 
The Galois connection 

between termrelations and stackrelations Def
inition  seems the most interesting ingredient of that machinery One of
its roles is to tie the operational semantics into the logical relation This idea
is reinforced in Fig  where we mention some alternative actions of  on
termrelations cf Denition 
 which t contextual equivalence for lazy
and callbyvalue PCF Of course in each case the denition of    and
hence of 

 changes to match the changed operational semantics andor
observational scenario and in the second case the notion of frame stack is
dierent as well
As mentioned in Sec  another role of the 

operation is to provide a
syntactic version of the domaintheoretic notion of admissibility The recent
upsurge in operational techniques in the semantics of higher order program
ming languages has been fuelled to a certain extent by developing syntactical
versions of domaintheoretic methods see 
 for example Here it may be
interesting to go in the opposite direction The Galois connection 

arose
from purely operational considerations in fact as a way of dealing with dy
namic allocation of local state in the logical relation introduced in 
 but it
may be useful to use a denotational version of 

for extensional collapses
when constructing models of polymorphism and recursion Denotationally
strict continuous functions play the role of frame stacks evaluation contexts
So given domains D and D

 we may consider the evident Galois connection
between relations R  DD

and relations S  D ID

 I induced
by
f  d
def

 fd  
where I  fg is the twoelement domain with  v  and D I denotes
the usual domain of strict continuous functions from D to I It would be
interesting and possibly useful to have a more explicit characterisation of
what are the closed relations in this sense

The particular type system of PCF

was chosen merely to be able to
state and prove Example 	 I believe that the techniques presented in this
paper will extend quite smoothly to show operational isomorphisms between
appropriate pure PLC types and other typetheoretic notions important to
programming language theory such as recursive types One direction which
will be pursued in future work is the combination of types with intuition
istic linear types & and  types Plotkin 
 has pointed out that in the
presence of xpoints and with relational parametricity this system provides a

One thing is clear	 such a closed relation on D 
 D

is in general something more
than just a chainclosed and bottomcontaining relation thanks to Glynn Winskel 
private
communication for pointing this out
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very expressive denotational metalanguage Equipping the type system with
a suitable operational semantics and associated notion of observational con
gruence techniques similar to the ones introduced here should provide a term
model construction for the formal version of parametricity that Plotkin had
in mind for this system Another interesting direction from the point of
view of the foundations of objectoriented programming would be to dene
operationallybased logical relations for combinations of subtyping existential
polymorphism and recursion cf 	
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